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established the fact that the Antarctic Archipelago,* which borders
the Weddell Sea on the west, is really an extension o£ the Andes
Mountains after a dip under the Drake Passage south of Cape Horn.
Amundsen had discovered the Queen Maud Range of mountains
at the South Pole, and they pointed roughly in the direction of the
Antarctic Archipelago. Could it be possible that the Queen Mauds
were connected with the peaks of the Antarctic Archipelago? If so,
we had the spectacle of one system of mountains extending from the
Equator to the Pole.
That—and whatever else the circumpolar continent could reveal
to me—I proposed to find out.
There was an even more cogent reason for choosing this sector
for exploration. In 1928-29 Byrd had established his Little America
at the Bay of Whales, an indentation off Ross Sea. This was a
veritable little town staunchily built on the shelf ice—a refuge for
any expeditionary party that might come to grief in the interior.
There was no other refuge on the entire continent, and there is none
now.
My first idea, however, was to provide a base ship with a plane-
launching apparatus, steam along the coast of the Pacific Quadrant,
and make deep non-stop thrusts into the heart of the continent,
catapulting the aeroplane off the deck of the expeditionary vessel.
For this, my first independent expedition, I proposed to secure the
most expert and experienced men I could engage. Wilkins, veteran
of both polar regions and a most thoughtful and sanely courageous
man, had already joined with me as expeditionary assistant in charge
of bases and the base ship. For my pilot I wanted Bernt Balchen,
who had flown Byrd's plane to the South Pole. Balchen was recep-
tive, but, after consideration, decided against the catapult scheme. It
was too risky. The chances of failure were too great.
Our next idea, then, was to attempt a non-stop flight from the
* Since I wrote these pages, the British Graham Land Expedition, under Rymill,
seems to have established the fact beyond c«uestion that the central spine of what
all previous charts have called the Antarctic Archipelago is in reality a peninsula
and part of the mainland of Antarctica and that the supposed Stefansson Strait,
which was thought to cut off Graham Land from continental Antarctica, is, in fact,
a deep fjord. It would appear, therefore, that the name Antarctic Ajrchipelago can
properly apply only to the South Shetlands and the islands on both sides and off
the tip of the Graham Peninsula. The reader will bear this in mind when meeting
the many future references to the "Antarctic Archipelago" in this book, under-
standing that in frat term J also include the peninsula.

